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Database Mining Program 
The Difference Between Customer Share and Market Share

So, what are the benefits of dealing 
with your database?

• A warmer reception as your client’s have a 
relationship with you; they know who you are 
and what you do.

• They know your access to products and 
lenders.

• They are more excited to talk to you as they 
already trust you.

• They negotiate less and traditionally don’t 
shop you.

• They qualify more easily as you have already 
vetted their applications and have an 
understanding or their needs.

• The cost of this acquisition is little to none.The bottom line is database clients - lead 
to higher closing ratios and profitability. 

In reality, 95% of people go 95% of the way and only 
settle for 5% of the results. The 95% is getting the 
real estate agent to send you a deal, winning the 
client over, getting the deal approved, funded and 
winning an advocate. The other 5% is continuing 
to stay in touch on regularly with your client and 
growing your business organically through your 
database.

This database marketing is about going a mile-deep 
and an inch wide. This is the 95% - 5% rule. Going 
95% of the way is a mile-wide and an inch deep. The 
other 5% is the mile-deep and inch wide. The mile-
deep is the process with the client after the close. 

Use a rhythm chart to assist you with coordinating 
touch points to stay in contact with not only clients, 
but also referral sources and business partners. 
Having that consistent drip of information and 
gentle touchpoints can assist with shifting people 
a degree at a time and creates disciples almost 
subliminally.

You need to build and get into a relationship with 
your client. When that happens, they are more apt 
to refer you to their family and friends looking to 
navigate the mortgage process. This is the difference 
between customer share and market share. Some 
clients are embedded in a tribe or eco-system 
that can unleash a plethora of referrals; they are 
horsepower to your business!  Also, end with the 
tag line reminding clients to “introduce” you to any 
friends and family that “we” can help. Using “we” 
instead of “I” triggers our innate human nature of 
wanting to help and introduce people.

© Dominion Lending Centres Inc. 2021
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Take stock of your database and create a program that includes processes that keep you in contact with your 
database. It will only be a matter of time before your database will start acting like an organic referral program.

• Hire someone (with great energy) to call your database actively, plant the “tell me more seed,” 
invite them in for the annual mortgage checkup and update all client information. (Refer to “Appendix 

A” for a call script)

• Create rhythm charts for your existing database, partners, and referral sources (Refer to “Appendix B” 

for rythm charts)

• Send out snail mail updates

• Send out email updates

• Send out SMS messages 

• Put aside time every day to comment on people’s social media updates. Don’t be a “drive-by liker,” 
make sure you like, comment, and interact if possible. Putting in this effort is another opportunity 
to stay in touch, and over time, these little digital bread crumbs you leave will continue to build 
your relationship and keep you top of mind. 

"If you are not in touch 
with your existing 
clients, you are 
missing 70% of the 
business taking place 
within your database."

Adam Contos 
CEO Remax Worldwide

© Dominion Lending Centres Inc. 2021
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Create a social media content grid, planning your content for weekly posts. You can achieve significant results 
without spending a lot of time or money and, in fact, a lot of people overestimate the time required to be 
effective and engage socially. What you do today won’t necessarily get you a new client or new deal tomorrow, 
but over time these little digital bread crumbs will become future business. 

You have to be intentional - with your time and strategy, but don’t forget the “social” in social media. That 
means showing up as your authentic self, however, being strategic with your posts. 

On the following page, you will find a social media content grid created strategically balancing the different 
facets of your business. These posts have been designed to follow a weekly plan as consistency is essential.

Think about your schedule intentionally. You 
have to be organized and consistent, which 
could mean time blocking 10 or 15 minutes 
every morning to work on your social media 
platforms. You will also have to schedule a 
different time to look at the content you will 
want to post the following week. 

The 5% takes work and focus; you can achieve 
significant results without spending a lot of 
time or money. A lot of people overestimate 
the time required to be effective and engaged. 
You don’t have to be a social media expert 
but, you have to be consistent in your 
process, provide value and build trust. This 
value and trust will become the horsepower 
that will convert to more business via your 
existing database and offer new referral 
business in time.

• MONDAY – Showcase referral partners and 
advocate for their business.

• TUESDAY – Mortgage education day, take this 
opportunity to talk about various products, 
industry changes, or create “did you know” 
highlights.

• WEDNESDAY - Create community 
content; be an advocate for your community, 
highlighting community charities, community 
leaders, and new businesses. This type of 
content will draw new people to your platform, 
and connecting people and business over self-
promotion will only lead to success.

• THURSDAY – This is your opportunity to 
introduce yourself. In a world of technology, 
authenticity and humanity are desired, 
especially in high priced transactions. 
Likeability is the beginning of a relationship, 
and everyone will find their tribe. The more 
significant upfront win is the ability for 
consumers who have been referred to you, 
get to know you, decide to contact you, and 
become your client. 

• FRIDAY – This can be Home and Design day. 

© Dominion Lending Centres Inc. 2021
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Here is a content grid created for mortgage brokers/agents that you can start with, and in 
time you can create a grid that will reflect your personality and business style.

REAL              
ESTATE

MORTGAGE   
NEWS

LOCAL & 
COMMUNITY

PERSONAL 
INTEREST

HOME                        
& DESIGN

Feature Real Estate 
Listings

Industry Changes
Comment on 

Your Favourite 
Restaurant

Showcase Your 
Family

How to Hire 
Contractors

Picture of Your 
Clients Signing 

Their Commitment

Skip a Mortgage 
Payment - Yes or 

No?

Best Local Dog or 
Kid Park

Why You Love Your 
Job

Feature Local Home 
Designers

Buy or renovate
When Should You 

Early Renew?
Contact Info for 
Local Resources

Favourite Book or 
Hobby

Article on Seasonal 
Up Keep

Monday Market 
Update

Do I Need Mortgage 
Insurance?

Spotlight on Local 
Community Leaders

Your Personal 
Charity or Charity 

Work

Local Home 
Inspectors

Spotlight on Local 
Real Estate Agent 

or Company

Commonly Asked 
Questions

Spotlight on Local 
Charities

Favourite Sports 
Team

Holiday Decorating

Picture of Your 
Clients Picking Up 

Their Keys & Telling 
Their Story

When am I Subject 
to Having to Qualify 

Using the Stress 
Test

Welcome New 
Businesses to the 
Neighbourhood

Personal Vacation 
Bucket List

Feature and Refer 
to Other People's 

Decorating Articles

Understanding Title 
Insurance

Calculating 
Penalties

Upcoming Local 
Events

Favourite Music 
Genres

Backyard Living

Condo or House?
Should I Refinance 

My Mortgage?

Share Local 
Facebook and Next 
Door Contact Info

Showcase Your Pets
Favourite Pinterest 

Posts

Update on 
Urbanization

First-Time 
Homebuyer Guide

Showcase Local 
Businesses

Outline What a 
Mortgage Broker 

Does
Landscaping Ideas
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Appendix A  CUSTOMER CALL SHEET  - TELEPHONE SCRIPTING

Hi [insert first name],

This is [insert name] calling from [insert franchise name]. [insert name] is just with a client at the moment, 
but he told me he hasn’t done a very good job at staying in touch. So, he asked me to call you and first of all, 
make sure everything ok with you during these crazy COVID times?  

Secondly, he wanted me to let you know rates are at a historic low and it might be time to do a mortgage 
check-up because even if you have to pay a penalty to get out of your mortgage, often you will still be saving 
thousands of dollars!

IF YES – Book the appointment [Make sure to co-ordinate calendars weekly]

IF NO – Ok no problem! While I have you, can we make sure our data is up to date?

Complete this section prior to the call:

Name: ______________________________________ 

Spouse: ______________________________________ [Confirm spouse name]

Address: ______________________________________________________________________ 

Updated address: ________________________________________________________________

Email Address: ___________________________ Updated Email: ___________________________ 

Cell Number: _________________________  Updated Cell Number: _________________________

We want to make sure we can update you with any new products or offers when your mortgage matures. We 
have your maturity date as _____________________. Is this information still correct?  

New maturity date: _____________________. [This will tell you whether you missed an opportunity]

Connected on Social Media:   Yes ____  No ____ 

[Confirm you have accurate social media contact info as people do change preferred platforms]

Lastly, we want to do a better job of staying in touch. Is Facebook, Instagram, or LinkedIn your preferred 
social medium?

Facebook: __________________ Instagram: __________________LinkedIn: __________________

Thank you for your time and please don’t hesitate to contact us, if there’s anything we can help you with.

© Dominion Lending Centres Inc. 2021
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Appendix B  
RHYTHM CHART FOR CLIENTS

These touchpoints are designed to keep you top of mind 
with your existing database when they are looking to 
navigate the mortgage process or have the opportunity to 
refer friends and family requiring your expertise.

January

LETTER: Reminding Your Client What You Do & How You Can Help 

Hi [first name],

I just wanted to check in and see how you are doing! I thought it would be a great time to touch base and 
remind you the benefits of using and referring a mortgage professional! I know my profession is still widely 
misunderstood, and I wanted to take this opportunity to outline all the advantages we offer:

• We represent main street borrowers and work with Canada’s leading financial institutions including the Big 
5 Banks, Trust Companies and Credit Unions, along with mortgage finance companies who deal directly 
with mortgage professionals.

• We have access to alternative lenders that specialize and understand business income for self-employed 
applicants and equity lending.

• We have options for borrowers with bruised credit or difficult situations that require a lower bar of entry 
into homeownership when qualifying.

• Whether you are looking to purchase, switch or refinance your mortgage, we work for you and always 
source the best product and rate that takes care of your needs and budget.

Now let me show you what I can do:

• We can defer the increase in cash flow back to your mortgage to decrease your amortization

• Direct the savings towards your TSFA – RSP – Emergency savings fund

• Or perhaps you just needed some breathing room

Please don’t hesitate to contact me if you have any questions or if we can help a family member, friend, or 
acquaintance!  I’m never too busy to help you or anyone you introduce me to!

Your Budget Today O/S Balance Payment Your Budget Tomorrow

Current Mortgage 2.50% - 25 yr. amort.
New Mortgage 1.90% - 25 yr. amort. 

($340,000.00)

Mortgage Payment $300,000.00 $1,343.90

Car Payment $18,000.00 $ 500.00

VISA $10,000.00 $300.00

Line of Credit $12,000.00 $200.00

Total Monthly Obligation $340,000.00 $2,343.90 $ 1,423.38

Monthly cash flow increases by $920.52

© Dominion Lending Centres Inc. 2021
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February

EMAIL: The Importance of a Budget 

Hi [first name],

The road to financial freedom begins with a budget; however, the latest Government of Canada survey shows 
only 49% of Canadians have one in place! For many Canadians, creating and maintaining a budget is one of 
the most important first steps in managing their money. 

This is not to say that anyone without a budget is not financially responsible; however, those who do follow a 
budget are:

• 10% more likely to take action to pay their mortgage and other debts down more quickly 

• Demonstrated to be more effective management of their monthly cash flow and are less likely to spend 
more than their monthly income

• Are more likely to start saving toward future goals and also more prepared for unexpected expenses

• Less likely to fall behind on their financial commitments

The 2019 Canadian Financial Capability Survey reported that Canadian are starting to take charge of their 
finances by budgeting, planning, saving for the future, and paying down debt.

Being in debt is hard. Being financially responsible is hard. Which one do you think can get harder?  If you 
answered debt, you are correct!

• Debt can not only stop us from reaching our financial goals 

• Debt can lead to stress, anger, depression, and serious medical problems

• Debt can prevent us from career advancement

• Debt hurts marriages

Knowing what you are budgeting and saving for is essential, but in most cases, behind that material object or 
life pursuit is an emotion. That emotion is your “why.”  

If you can figure out your “why,” you can bear almost any “how”. -  Friedrich Nietzsche

For those who have not followed a budget, I have enclosed a starter budget that you can build on as you move 
towards your why.

Please don’t hesitate to contact me if you have any questions or if we can help a family member, friend, or 
acquaintance!  I’m never too busy to help you or anyone you introduce me to.

© Dominion Lending Centres Inc. 2021
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March

LETTER: The Importance of a Pre-Approval

Hi [first name],

I wanted to send this letter to remind everyone how important a pre-approval is when considering purchasing 
a new home. Not only do you have to look at your budget and financial situation, but all the other things you 
didn’t know you needed to consider!

Your home should serve you and serve you well; being house poor is not part of that plan. 

Skip the” ready, fire, aim” approach and get pre-approved for all the important reasons:

• Fall in love with your budget before you fall in love with a house you can’t afford

• Secure a rate with the best product options

• Do you have a real estate agent you know, like, 
and trust - or would you like an introduction to 
one that I do?

• Your realtor will then provide all the answers 
to the questions you didn’t even know to ask!  

• Are you buying for life, or are you 
buying for today?  Have you thought 
about location, upkeep, lifestyle 
along with your family needs and so 
much more!

Please don’t hesitate to contact me if you have 
any questions or if we can help a family member, 
friend, or acquaintance. I’m never too busy to help 
you or anyone you introduce me to!

April

FLYER: Spring Cleaning Tips (Marketing)*

© Dominion Lending Centres Inc. 2021
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May

EMAIL: Refinancing for Renovations, Landscaping, Investment or Debt

Hi [first name],

I’m not sure how often you watch the Bank of Canada updates or long-term interest rates. If you haven’t been 
following them closely, I am pleased to tell you that they are among the lowest in history! Due to these current 
low rates, it may be worthwhile to have a quick look at your existing mortgage to see if it makes sense to take 
advantage of your properties equity. 

Dominion Lending Centres is Canada’s #1 mortgage company. We represent major banks, trust companies, 
credit unions and mortgage finance companies across the country and collectively funded more than $50 
billion in residential mortgages in Canada last year alone. 

Canadians are taking advantage of those rates and the equity in their properties to increase the value of their 
home, build family wealth and make smarter financial decisions!

Some of the ways clients are taking advantage of the equity in their home and the current low rates include:

• Renovating and creating a dedicated office area

• Adding to their livable real estate and creating outdoor living spaces

• Using their equity today to fund their retirement tomorrow; TSFA, RSP, and Investments.

• Consolidating debt; paying off higher interest rates, and increasing personal cashflow 

If you are thinking of doing any of the above or want more information, please don’t hesitate to contact me. 
I’m never too busy to help you or anyone you introduce me to that you think we could help!

June

SMS: Have a Great Summer!

Hi [first name],

I hope you (and your family) have a safe and happy summer!  It’s been a long winter of lockdown, and we all 
deserve a break and some sunshine. If you need any advice or assistance relating to your mortgage, please 
know I am here to assist all year long.

© Dominion Lending Centres Inc. 2021
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July

EMAIL: Do I Need a Mortgage Protection Plan? 

Hi [first name],

I wanted to take this opportunity to provide you with some information on the topic of mortgage life and 
disability insurance. Insurance is a personal decision. As a result, it is important that you and your family sit 
down, look over the facts and stats and make an educated choice on whether or not to take the conversation 
further. 

Your home may be your greatest asset, but at the end of the day, the most important thing in life is family, 
their wellbeing, and protection.

 Here are a few statistics to consider when having this conversation:

• 1 in 3 Canadians will be disabled for 90 days or more before age 65

• 33% of all workplace disability claims are related to mental health

• 56% of Canadians who took time off for a disability said they returned to work early due to financial 
reasons

• 10 months is the average length of time disabled claimants are off work

Here are a few benefits that mortgage protection can offer:

• Manulife Mortgage Protection Plan can help you cover your mortgage and mortgage payments in the 
event of death, a serious accident, or illness. That’s some certainty in an uncertain future.

• Unlike bank insurance products, Manulife Mortgage Protection Plan, is portable and can move with you 
from lender to lender and property to property, giving you the gift of future flexibility. 

• Every eligible applicant is approved for some level of protection. If you don’t qualify for full life and/or 
disability coverage, we can provide accidental death and accidental disability at a reduced premium.

This information is for your benefit only. If you have any questions or you think we can help a family member, 
friend or acquaintance, please don’t hesitate to call. I’m never too busy to help you or anyone you introduce 
me to!

© Dominion Lending Centres Inc. 2021
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August

LETTER & SMALL GIFT: Animal Fire Sticker

Hi [first name],

As a valued client, I wanted to forward you something near and dear to my heart. Our animals are part of our 
family. When something happens and they are taken from us, the effects of that loss can be devastating.

Nobody likes to think of their house going up in flames, but at the end of the day, the most important thing 
in life is our family - and that includes our pets. The fire department will tell you, 99% of the time that 
animals will never run out of a home on fire - they always hide someplace they feel safe.

I have enclosed two stickers to protect your beloved pets. Please place the enclosed stickers on your front 
and back door, letting any first responders know that there are pets to be rescued in your home in case of 
fire.

If you currently don’t have pets in your home, please feel free to give these to any family member, friend, or 
acquaintance that would appreciate the importance of this message.

Thank you always for your business, and please don’t hesitate to contact me if there is anything I can help 
you with or if we can help a family member, friend, or acquaintance. I’m never too busy to help you or anyone 
you introduce me to!

September

SMS: Welcome Back!

Hi [first name],

I hope your summer was filled with family, 
friends, and laughter. Now that we’re all back 
to our regular schedules, please don’t hesitate 
to contact me if you have any questions or 
if we can help a family member, friend, or 
acquaintance!  I’m never too busy to help you or 
anyone you introduce me to.

© Dominion Lending Centres Inc. 2021
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October

EMAIL: Preparing Your Christmas Budget

Hi [first name],

Now is the time to plan for the holidays!

With Christmas around the corner, I wanted to remind you that it is always better to give than to receive… 
Unless, of course, your generosity puts you in debt - or worse - adds to your debt. You have to decide what 
is realistic for you to spend based on what you can afford. This amount can differ from year-to-year, but you 
have to be realistic with yourself, set a budget and stick to it!

The only way to stick to a budget is to track it!  There are some apps available for Christmas budgeting but 
downloading one can sometimes be just another expense. 

Creating a budget doesn’t have to be complicated; keep it simple and track what you spend!  I have attached 
an easy-to-follow guide to help you get started. All you have to do is figure out your budget and allocate 
those funds.

You can move allocated funds around as needed; these amounts aren’t set in stone, but your budget is!  Don’t 
fall into the holiday traps of “Oh, it’s for Christmas”, “Tis the season for debt”, “We’ll figure it out later”. Those 
happy emotions today won’t last when Christmas is over and the January bills start coming due.

I hope you find this guide helpful. Happy budgeting! And please don’t hesitate to contact me if you have any 
questions or if we can help a family member, friend, or acquaintance. I’m never too busy to help you or anyone 
you introduce me to.

Sample Christmas Budget:

Christmas Gifts Budget Over/Under Complete

Spouse $150 $12.60 ü

Kid 1 $100 $19.87 ü

Kid 2 $100 $10 ü

Mom $75 $6 ü

Dad $75

In-laws $150

Bestie $75 $10 ü

Cousin $50

Secret Santa $25

Wrapping Supplies $75

 Total $875 $13.27

Christmas Gifts Budget Remaining Complete

Real Tree  $100

Replace Decorations $50

Christmas Dinner $300

Christmas Parties $150

Transportation $100

Kid Christmas Events $200

 Total $900 over/under

© Dominion Lending Centres Inc. 2021
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November

LETTER: Early Renewal and Refinancing

Hi [first name],

Due to the current low rates, it may be worthwhile to have a quick look at your existing mortgage to see if it 
makes sense to break your term and early renew. We’re finding that even when there is a penalty for paying 
out early, we can often add the penalty into the new mortgage, lower your monthly payment and save you 
thousands of dollars in interest over the term of your mortgage!

The other important option worth considering, is refinancing your mortgage to pay off high-interest debt. It 
seems like everybody has their share of debt these days, whether it’s on credit cards, personal loans, lines of 
credit or just loose debt that has crept up on you.

According to the Financial Consumer Agency of Canada, “there is evidence that a growing share of Canadians 
are under financial stress”. Reassessing your financial situation and taking advantage of lower rates, or the 
equity in your property to increase your monthly cash flow, is a great financial decision that can save you 
potentially thousands of dollars, but also the priceless opportunity to reset your mental and emotional 
wellbeing.

If you are thinking of doing any of the above or want more information, please don’t hesitate to contact me. 
I’m never too busy to help you or anyone you introduce me to that you think we could help!

December

CARD: Happy Holidays!

Hi [first name],

I wanted to take this opportunity to thank you for your business and wish you (and your family) a safe and 
Happy Holiday. 

© Dominion Lending Centres Inc. 2021
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Appendix B  
RHYTHM CHART FOR BUSINESS PARTNERS, LENDERS, UNDERWRITERS

Your email should show your gratitude and let your underwriter/partner know they are an essential part 
of your business. Your email should be personal, authentic and in your words. Agents and brokers have a 
crossover of underwriters/partners, and the last thing you want to happen is to have your underwriter/
partner receive a bunch of the same scripted thank-you emails; that would be worse than receiving nothing.

Please do not use these exact samples. They are simply to serve as a guide.

January

EMAIL: Thank you to your underwriter/solicitor/business partner

Hi [first name],

It’s the beginning of a new year, and I just wanted you to know how important you are to me, our staff, 
and our business. We all love working with you and your [insert trait such as wit, knowledge, consistency, 
timeliness, demeanor, etc – make this personal] has not gone unnoticed and is appreciated by all of us. 

You are an integral part of our team, and I wanted you to know how much we all value you. We couldn’t do a 
lot of what we do without you. You make us look great!

I’m looking forward to another great year of working with you, and if there is anything we could be doing 
better to make your life easier, please don’t hesitate to let us know.

Signed, all of your friends at [insert franchise/team name]!

April 

NOTE: Thank you card and cookies

Hi [first name],

We all know how hard you are working during “the season of closings,” and we wanted to acknowledge you 
and your incredible service!  

Take a break, have a treat on us, and know we are thinking of you and appreciate you every day.

Your fan club at [insert franchise/team name]!

© Dominion Lending Centres Inc. 2021
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September

EMAIL: To team leader if underwriter

Hi [first name team leader],

c.c. [underwriter] PLEASE NOTE: It is important to always “cc” your underwriter!

I wanted to take a moment and let you know how much our office appreciates the hard work and dedication 
[insert team leader name] has demonstrated over the year(s). S/he makes working with [insert company 
name] a great experience and always goes above and beyond to make sure our deals are looked at in a timely 
manner. That service, in turn, allows us to continue to provide our clients with excellent service.

I know [insert team leader name] can’t approve every deal we sent her, but I am confident she looks at every 
deal with a spirit of collaboration and opportunity. 

I look forward to working with [insert team leader name] and [insert company name] for many years to come.

Thank you to you both.

Your friends at [insert franchise/team name]!

September

SOCIAL MEDIA: Post if business partner

Hi everyone,

I wanted to give [insert name] from [insert company] a shout out!  We can always rely on John to complete 
our excellent service, with his outstanding service. Passing the deal off is always smooth, and the closing 
experience always leads to happy clients!  If you haven’t spoken [insert name] and his firm, reach out - on 
behalf of you and your client!

PLEASE NOTE: It is important to always tag the company in your post!

December

NOTE:

Happy holidays with a small gift of wine or a Christmas basket. 

**For bigger partners, lunch or dinner along with gift of wine or a Christmas basket.
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Appendix B  
RHYTHM CHART FOR CHART FOR REFERRAL PARTNERS

The 80/20 Rule 

The first rhythm chart is for your SMALLER PARTNERS – the 80% 

Please do not use the exact messaging from the sample notes. 

Your personalized note should show your gratitude and let your referral partner know how much you 
appreciate their business. Your messaging should be authentic and in your own words. Agents and brokers 
have a crossover of referral partners, and the last thing you want is to have your referral partner receive a 
bunch of the same scripted “thank you” notes; that would be worse than receiving nothing.

January

LETTER: Thank You Note & Book

Hi [first name],

I just wanted to take this time to say thank you for being a great partner and for the business you forwarded 
my way last year!  I really enjoy working with you and would love to collaborate even more in this coming year!  
If there’s anything I can do on my side to help grow our partnership, let me know!  I know how important 
service is important to clients, and I will always give special attention when taking care of your clients!  

I have enclosed a great book I recently read; I hope you find some downtime to enjoy it as much as I did!  

Thanks again, John, and I hope 2022 is great to you, [insert wife’s name], [insert children(s) name(s)].

March

EMAIL: CMHC Update

Hi [first name],

I hope this email finds you healthy and busy!  I recently attended a [webinar/meeting/conference] hosted by 
Canada Mortgage and Housing. I thought about how this information regarding your neighborhood could 
assist you and your clients!  

I’ve highlighted some facts and information I thought could help you in your business. I’ve also included 
surrounding areas as I know you provide great service to clients everywhere. Let me know if you want to 
discuss anything further; I am always here to assist you or your clients.
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June

SMS: Have a Great Summer!

Hi [first name],

I just wanted to take a moment before everyone takes off and wish you a safe and happy holiday with the 
family [if applicable, insert family names]. It’s been a long winter of lockdown and we all deserve a break and 
a little sunshine!  All the best!

September

NOTE: Card with small gift

Hi [first name],

I hope you had a great summer and had an opportunity to get out of town with the family [if applicable, 
insert family names]! I know how busy things get after the September weekend for you, so I thought I’d send 
over [insert gift i.e: a batch of my/your favorite cookies / your favorite snack / a bouquet of fruit]. 

I hope you get a moment to enjoy these and remember I’m always here should you or your clients require any 
assistance!

December

NOTE: Holiday card & small gift

Hi [first name],

I wanted to take this opportunity to let you know it’s been an absolute pleasure doing business with you this 
year. Thank you for your confidence. 

I wanted wish you and your family [if applicable, insert family names] a safe and Happy Holiday, and I hope 
you get a moment to enjoy this basket of [goodies / wine] during your time off.
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Appendix B  
RHYTHM CHART FOR CHART FOR REFERRAL PARTNERS

The 80/20 Rule 

The first rhythm chart is for your BIGGER PARTNERS – the 20% 

Please do not use the exact messaging from the sample notes. 

Your personalized note should show your gratitude and let your referral partner know how much you 
appreciate their business. Your messaging should be authentic and in your own words. Agents and brokers 
have a crossover of referral partners, and the last thing you want is to have your referral partner receive a 
bunch of the same scripted “thank you” notes; that would be worse than receiving nothing.

January

NOTE: Card & small gift

Hi [first name],

I know I’ve told you in the past, but I’m going to 
repeat it because I never want you to think I take 
our friendship or business relationship for granted.  
Thank you, always, for the business, you send my 
way and the trust you place in me to take care of 
your clients.  

I love working with you, your team, and your 
clients.  Yours and [insert coworkers] friendship is 
important to myself and [insert wife or coworker 
name] - and the fact that we get to do business 
together is just a bonus! Here’s to another great 
year of friendship and success.  

I saw this pen and thought of you; I know 
important every client and deal are to you, so I 
wanted you to have a special signing pen for all of 
those important moments!  

Cheers, my friend!

March

EMAIL: CMHC Update

Hi [first name],

Here are the highlights from that [webinar/
meeting/conference] I talked to you about that 
was hosted by Canada Mortgage and Housing.  

I’ve highlighted some facts and information I 
thought could help you in your business.  I’ve 
also included surrounding areas as I know you, 
service clients, everywhere!

Let me know when you have a moment, and 
we’ll go over some of the information as I think 
I might be able to shed some more light on 
some of this. 

Let me know what you need or how I can help 
buddy! 
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June

SMS: Have a Great Summer!

Hi [first name],

Just wanted to take a moment before everyone takes off for the summer and wish you, [insert wife’s name] 
and [insert children’s name(s) if applicable] a safe and happy holiday.  I know how much the two of you have 
been looking forward to getting to the cottage! 

It’s been a long winter of lockdown and a little sunshine is exactly what we all need!  

September

MEETING: To show support for the team

Hi [first name],

I hope you and the family [insert names if 
applicable] had a great time at the cottage!  
I know how busy things get after the 
September long weekend, and sometimes 
we need to update ourselves and our team 
on what’s happening currently.  

Please let me know if you would like to 
schedule a team meeting and go over any 
products or current opportunities that we 
could be focusing on.

On a personal note, let me know when you 
have some time to get out for lunch and 
catch up on life! 

December

MEETING: Lunch or dinner & a gift
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